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SUBJECT: ENGLISH LANGUAGE  

CLASS: JSS 1 

WEEK: 4-8 

SUBJECT TEACHER: EJEH WINIFRED.C.                

TOPIC: CONSONANT WORDS OF TWO SYLLABLE 

  Meaning of stress: stress may be defined as an extra force used when pronouncing 

a particular word or syllable.  

     In English language, syllable is a unit into which words are divided containing 

vowel and one or more consonant sounds. Words of one syllable are called 

monosyllabic words (for example "come" and "go"). Those of two syllables are 

called disyllabic words (for example, in/form and ex/port) and those of three or more 

syllables are called polysyllabic words (for example condition and ambition). 

   EXPLANATION ON RULES ON FORMATION OF STRESS ON TWO 

SYLLABLES   

1. Words of two syllables with a prefix on the first syllable are stressed on the second 

syllables. Examples au/GUST, sub/JECT, im/PORT, re/FUSE, un/FIT, un/HAPPY.  

2. But if the first syllable is not a prefix. It is stressed. Examples:BI/tter, SU/nday, 

FOR/ward, MAN/ager,                 

Explanation on alternating stress.Alternating stress means change in the stress 

pattern which may change the meaning and the class of such words where words can 

be stressed on any syllable to show the parts of speech. Words as noun are stressed 

on the first syllable and on the second syllables as a verb. Examples      

a. IM/port - noun,  im/PORT - verb. 

b. Export - noun,  ex/PORT - verb.  

c. IN/sult - noun,  in/SULT - verb.  
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    PAST CONTINUOUS TENSE  

Past Continuous tense is used to indicate an action that was on at a particular time in 

the past. It is the same thing as present continuous tense only for the fact that the 

auxiliary verb (am / is / are) will change to their past forms (was / were) with the 

main verb ending in -"ing".  

If the subject is singular both first and third person, use "was" as in  

1. I was reading.  

2. It was walking.  

3. She was singing. 

4. My sister was selling.  

   If the subject is plural whether first, second or third person, use "were" as in  

1. Uju and I were dancing.  

2. They were walking. 

3. You were cooking.  

4. The students were reading.  

     This tense is used in a number of ways.  

A. It is used to indicate an action that started and continued for sometime in the past. 

Example: 

a.  It was raining last night.  

b.  The choir was singing in the morning.  

2. It is also used to indicate two past activities (one recent, the other distant) with 

one preceding and superceding the other. Examples:  

a. They were eating when we arrived their home.  

b.  The children were sleeping when their mother returned from the market.  
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3. It is also used to denote a persistent habit in the past. Examples  

a. They were always boasting about their achievements.  

b. He was always talking about his great wealth.  

4. It is also used to indicate a repeated action, especially if the other past verb of 

shorter duration reflects a repeated action. Example:  

a. If the father sent him on an errand, he would not go.  

b. Whenever we visited them, they were always eating. 

  

     FORMATS OF INFORMAL LETTER WRITING 

Informal letter is also known as friendly letter written to our friends and 

relatives that we are close to. Examples: our friends, siblings, parents, uncles and 

cousins. 

    Features of Informal Letter  

1. Address of the writer: This is usually written at the top right corner of the letter. 

2. The date - This is written below the address.  

3. The salutation - Usually written on the left-hand corner after the date, the form 

depends on who you are writing to. If you are writing to a friend it should be Dear + 

first name.  

4. Body of the letter - The opening paragraph if an informal letter should reflect the 

closeness between you and the person you are writing to. There could be greetings 

and enquiries about one or two friends or close relations. It has to be done in good 

simple language. The other paragraph should discuss the subject matter proper. The 

concluding Paragraph should also be appropriate, you might end by giving 

information.  

5. Closing - The closing for all types of the informal letter is " Yours sincerely ".  

  Note that "Y" must be in capital letter form while the "s" in sincerely must be in a 

small letter.  
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Format of writing informal letter 

 (A) A letter to one's friend who lives outside Anambra State.  

                              Bubendorff Memorial Grammar School, 

                             P.O Box 13, 

                              Adazi Nnukwu, 

                              Anaocha Local Government Area, 

                              Anambra State.  

                              19th May, 2020. 

 

Dear Chidi,    

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

                                                    Yours sincerely, 

                                                      Ujunwa. 

       

 

     WEEK FIVE (5) 

Topic: Consonant words of 3 (three) syllable.  

               Words of three syllables are words with three syllables. Examples: tri.ni.ty, 

a.tten.tion, ci.vi.lian. 
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    Formation of stress pattern on words of three syllables.  

1. If a word ends with ic,ion,ial,ian,ity. It  is stressed on the second syllables from 

the end of the word. Examples:  

In for/MA/tion,  offi/CI/al,   a/BI/lity, ci/VI/lian, i/LLi/cit, dra/MA/tic. 

2. If a word ends with ty, cy, ity, phy,gy, al, ate, ble,ical. It is stressed from the end 

of a word at the third syllable. Examples - E/le/vate, COM/par/ble, RA/di/cal, 

PO/ssi/ble, TRI/ni/ty.  

      SIMPLE FUTURE TENSE (the use of shall and will)  

   Simple future tense expresses actions in the future. It uses will and shall. Examples 

- I shall travel tomorrow. She will go to school tomorrow. It is usually introduced by 

the auxiliary verb "shall" or "will " as in: 

1. He will complete the job next week.  

2. They will solve the problem tomorrow. 

3. We shall extend the same gesture to you soon. 

4. Ngozi will play with us. 

5. I shall return tomorrow. 

      NOTE that ordinarily shall is used for the first person singular or plural (I, we) 

and third persons singular and plural (He, she, it, they). 

 

    FORMATS OF FORMAL LETTER WRITING. 

      Formal letter is also known as the official or business letters. It is written to 

ministries, institutions and newspaper house. 

  Features of formal letter  

1. Address of the writer - This has been discussed under informal letter, all letters 

make use of one type of addresser's address.  
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2. The date - This is written below the address.  

3. Address of the receiver - Formal letter contain address of the receiver. It must be 

written at the left-hand corner which must begin immediately below the line where 

the date is written. The address of the receiver always begins with the designation of 

the officer. who should give attention to the letter and not his name?  

4. Salutation/Greeting: The Salutation can only appear in this form: 

 Dear Sir / Dear Madam. 

5. Title / Heading - The heading can be written by capitalizing the word initials 

which must be underlined and a full stop be placed at the end of the last words. 

Examples (1) capitalizing all letters - APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF A 

STORE KEEPER.  

2. Capitalizing word initials: An Application for the post of a Bursar. 

6. Body - There is no room for familiarity. References could be made here. Other 

points (message) are developed after the introduction.  

7. Subscription - The closing is " Yours faithfully ".  Note that "Y" must be in capital 

letter form while the "f" of faithfully must be in small letter. You must append your 

signature and your complete name. If your surname was firstly written, you should 

put a comma to differentiate it from your first name, but if you start with first name 

like "Ngozi Ude " you should put no comma.  

    Format of writing formal letter  

A. An application letter seeking job   opportunity to be read outside the state. 

 

                             Bubendorff Memorial Grammar School, 

                              P.O. Box 13,  

                             Adazi Nnukwu,  

                             Anaocha Local Government Area,  

                              Anambra State.  
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                              16th June, 2020. 

 The Managing Director, 

  Adek Investment,  

  P.O.Box 201, 

  Ilorin. 

  Dear Sir,  

            APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF AN ACCOUNTANT  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                              Yours faithfully,  

                                                   (writer’s signature)  

                                                     Uche Ngozi. 

 

                      WEEK SIX (6) 

     CONSONANT CLUSTER /K/ and /g/ 

 It is the occurring of consonant sounds in a word without any vowel sound coming 

between them. Examples: grow / greu/   

   Examples of consonant clusters with the sound /k/ examples         

   club/kl˄b/, clean /kli:n/ 

     queen /kwi:n/,  

    climate /klaimit/. 

    While the sound /g/ occurs with any consonant sound as a cluster Examples   

    glass/glǣs/, glad / glǣd/, grace /gλeis / 
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THE PERFECT TENSE (THE USE OF HAVE AND HAS)   

       Perfect tense are verbs that shows a completeness of an action in the immediate 

past, means that it shows that the action has completed but at the present time. It 

contains the auxiliary verb (has or have) depending on the number of the subjects, 

with the main verb in its perfect form. If the subject is singular, use "has" as in 

1. The man has just left here. 

2. She has never traveled out of the country. 

3.Uju has written her name. 

4. Ada has done the job. 

     If the subject is plural use "have " as in: 

1. They have already painted the building. 

2. The children have not seen their father do some time. 

3. Obi and Ada have gone to market. 

4. The students have written their exams. 

  WEEK EIGHT (8) 

    CONSONANT CLUSTERS OF /F/ and /V/ 

        Consonant cluster is coming together of a consonant sound without any vowel 

coming between them.  

             Examples of consonant clusters of /f/ and /v/ are  

             /f/ Fluent /flu;ąnt /,  

   flee /fli / , 

   fly/flai/,  

   fricative /fλIkątIV /, 

   fresh /fλԑs / 

            /v/ saved /seivd/, 

 starve /sta:v/  
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ACTIVE VERB (VOICE)  

             Voice in grammar is used to indicate whether the subject of a sentence is 

acting or receiving the action expressed by the verb. 

                There are two types of voices/ verbs: 

1. Active verb  

2. Passive verb  

                          Active verb(voice): Is used to show what the subject or performer 

does in a sentence. The sentence must equally have a subject,verb and an object  

(S.V.O).   

                           Examples  

                           Ada             killed                 a goat            =(S.V.O) 

                          (subject)      (verb)               (object) 

 From the above examples, you should understand that Ada is the subject of the 

sentence, therefore, she is the performer or the doer of the action. The word Killed 

is the verb of the sentence (the action of performed by Ada) while a goat is the object 

of the sentence,a goat received the action killed from the subject Ada. 

 More examples:  

1.           He cleaned the room. 

2.           Our gate keeper closed the gate.  

3.           Chike dusts the chair. 

4.            He stole the money. 

5.          The trees bear fruit. 
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WRITING INFORMAL LETTER PRACTICE 

A letter to your father informing him that you have been appointed as the new head 

boy of the school, asking him for some money and give the account of how you are 

going to spend the money. 

                                   Bubendorff Memorial Grammar School, 

                                   P.O. Box 13, 

                                   Adazi Nnukwu, 

                                   Anaocha Local Government Area, 

                                   30th June, 2020. 

Dear father, 

          I am very happy to write you this letter. How is everybody at home? Mummy 

told me that you were sick last time she visited me. How is your health now? I guess 

you would have been okay by now in Jesus name. Amen. 

          Dad good news! I have been appointed as the school head boy. This is due to 

my brilliant performances in the school. This calls for celebration. Isn't it ? Yes, it 

is. However, that will be when I come for the holiday. Before then, I need some 

money to buy my textbooks, notebooks, pen, beverages and for my pocket money. 

Don't forget to include my exam fees (#500.00) and P.T.A levy (1000.00) I know 

things are not easy but God will provide for you abundantly. Amen.  

          Extend my sincere greetings to mum, Hope, Favour and Faith. Until we see 

again, bye for now. I love you dad. 

                                                                      Yours affectionate son, 

                                                                                       Obi. 

From the practice above, should understand that the letter was written by a student 

whose school according to the address attends a school in Anaocha Local 

Government area. He made use of Dear father in his salutation. In the body, he 

introduced his letter (the first paragraph) with greetings. In paragraph two he stated 

why he wrote the letter to his father by telling him that he was appointed the school 
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head boy and also, he stated what he will use the money his father will send for him 

to do. 

          In his concluding paragraph, he equally greeted his mother and siblings. In his 

subscription, he wrote "your affectionate son" which we know that he may equally, 

if he chooses to write "Yours sincerely". 


